Abstract. Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a task of defining the conceptual role to the arguments of predicate in a sentence. This is an important task for a wide range of tweet related applications associated with semantic information extraction. SRL is a challenging task due to the difficulties regarding general semantic roles for all predicates. It is more challenging for Social Media Text (SMT) where the nature of text is more casual. This paper presents an automatic SRL system for English tweets based on Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm. Proposed system is evaluated through experiments and reports comparable performance with the prior state-of-the art SRL system.
Introduction
Twitter is a popular online social platform where instant responses of users help in discrimination of information to a large online community. However, all the contents posted in Twitter is not credible or informative about an event. Often a tweet published without proofreading. Thus, tweet includes wrong spelled words, user created acronym and grammatical mistakes which raise challenges towards semantic information extraction. Semantic role labeling (SRL) [4] is the best possible way to extract semantic information by identifying the abstract role to the arguments of predicate. These roles represent general semantic properties of the arguments in the sentence [26] . Different Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications like question answering, text summarization, information extraction systems etc are strongly governed by semantic relation between events and its constituents. The task of SRL is more challenging for English tweets than formal text. The reasons are: first, diverse nature of Twitter text creates several obstacles on the way of processing tweets. Users often misspell words either deliberately or accidentally by expanding (onk) and abbreviating words (prob, c), using lexical/numeric substitutions (b4, r8), nonstandard acronyms such as (lol, smh). User also use Hashtags, user tags, Twitter specific terminologies frequently. This writing style poses problems for standard NLP techniques to pre-process tweets. For example:
Tweet: As #Iraqi , I think we should hv r8 2 vote in the #USelections since #US rule our country & they appoint the puppet Iraqi governemt.
Second, classical SRL system defines arguments which are in cohesive structure with strong dependencies. But, for tweets this assumption is less viable due to ill-formed grammar. For example:
Tweet: Much a do about nothing " FBI : Please Ignore All the Email Fuss . We Found Nothing New After All . "
Third, the role of arguments to a predicate is restricted to a sentence. Thus, SRL task follows two important constraints [13] , like, one predicate-argument pair role label in a sentence and each of the arguments can occurs at most once to the predicate. In this paper, our main contribution is an automatic SRL system for English tweets based on SMO classifier. Our approach provides a potential solution to the problem of a tweet having multiple sentences and multiple predicate-argument pairs. We transformed a tweet into possible sentences [20] and identify semantic roles to the predicate in sentences.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work followed by Section 3 describing corpus preparation and annotation process. Section 4 describes proposed system and section 5 describes experiment setup along with result analysis.
Finally, section 6 concludes the work with future scope.
Related Work
This section briefly reviews the promising research works related to semantic role labeling of English tweets as well as traditional text.
Gildea and Jurafsky [5] first introduced the task of semantic role labeling for English formal text.
They proposed syntactic constituent tree based features for automatic labeling of predicate-argument relationships.
Since the introduction, the research works on SRL for formal text has become a well defined problem and explored rich, expressive features. These features involve Predicate-Argument Structures [21, 23] , dependency relations among arguments [16] , verb-direct-object relations [15] , relations of all arguments of the same predicate [22] , dependency parser [7] . The work by Yang et al. [25] focuses on the features like several arguments and multiple predicates in a sentence for SRL task. SRL system by [8] introduced a tensor-based approach to semantic role labeling. The approach investigate meaningful interactions between predicate and its role and compress each feature representation in to a lower dimensional space. A four-way low-rank tensor maintains associated parameters and optimized for the SRL task. The work [27] proposed a deep bi-directional recurrent network for SRL task which works on only original plain text rather than any syntactic information. Recent SRL research [2, 3, 9, 19] also focuses on neural models which automatically learn feature without using syntactic information of text.
Most recent work [6] proposed a unified neural model for SRL that utilizes contextual, syntactical and lexical semantic features. The model extract features by using bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM)-based recurrent neural networks. An integer linear programming (ILP) procedure is applied to meet structural constraints in SRL task. The work introduced in [24] generalized huge set of features used for SRL task. The work embed lexical and syntactical information into features vector and clustered into similar semantic role using k-means clustering algorithm.
SRL task for informal text like tweets also equally attracted by the NLP researchers in last decade due to the popularity of social media communication.
But the SRL task for social media text poses a number of challenges due to the nature of text.
The system proposed in [10] first introduced the SRL task for domain specific English tweets, precisely, two categories of English news tweets. The categories are: news excerpt tweets, having a link to a news article and news tweets, having news related information only. Based on the conventional SRL features, authors propose a Conditional Random Field (CRF) learning framework for SRL system.
Another tweet SRL system [11] grouped similar tweets by K-means clustering process and train CRF classifier to improve the earlier system. Proposed approach used dependency parse tree related features in addition of the features used in the work [10] . The approach proposed in the work [14] developed an SVM classifier based SRL system to identify emotions in tweets. The approach annotated tweet dataset for Experiencer, State, and Stimulus to identify different roles of emotions.
Data Collection and Annotation

Corpus Preparation and Annotation
We developed a corpus of English tweets collected on the event 2016 US presidential election during the period from August to December 2016 using Twitter4j 1 . We used commonly known hashtags pertaining to the election, words like Donald Trump, Trump, Hillary, Hillary Clinton, because they are names of the two presidential candidates. After discarding re-tweets, non-English tweets, very short and long tweets having large percentage of misspelled words, we prepare a corpus of 21,000 English tweets.
For our current research work, we randomly select 1200 tweets covering both the stages of the election like pre-election and immediate post-election period. A tweet is not restricted to one sentence only. Rather, often a tweet includes multiple sentences having multiple predicatesargument pair which makes SRL task difficult. To defeat this challenging issue, we recognize possible sentences in a tweet by identifying the boundary of sentences as proposed in the work [20] .
The sentence identification system successfully split 86% tweets into possible sentences.
In few cases, system could not correctly transformed tweets into sentences. MOD) and Negation (AM-NEG). We developed one web based SRL annotation tool for our research work. Using the tool, a user can select any tweet from the list to display sentences along with SRL tags to be tagged. Any number of consecutive tokens from the sentence can be selected to form a constituent and labeled by corresponding SRL tag.
We involved two human annotators who are native English speaker to annotate all the tweets in the dataset. After complete annotation task, we measured tag-wise inter-annotator agreement (IAA) Cohen's Kappa co-efficient [1] to assess the annotation task and prepare gold standard SRL tagged data. Detail statistics of IAA is shown in table 1. We also report distribution of various semantic roles in the table. The report shows that a major portion of the tokens do not carry any semantic role. During annotation process both the annotators faced some ambiguities which is discussed in section 3.2. After through discussion among the annotators 200 numbers of tweets are dropped due to in-consistent annotation and finally 1000 tweets are kept in the corpus forming the gold-standard dataset. In the above example, annotator 1 identified the role of the arguments depending on the predicate "clears" whereas annotator 2 identified the roles based on the predicate "handling".
To overcome from this kind of confusions, annotators were agreed to select the first occurred predicate as the main predicate in sentence and assigned concerned roles.
For above example, annotation by annotator 1 is treated as correct semantic role labeled sentence.
Identification of arguments boundaries:
The annotation task faced sufficient disagreement while identifying the boundary of constituents for argument roles. For example, Tweet: #DONALDTRUMP cries as FBI clears #HillaryClinton in emails saga on eve of #USElections https://t.co/RZns8LGdt2
Annotated as:
- In the above example, annotator 1 identifies "in emails saga" as A2 and "on eve of #USE-lections" as A3, while annotator 2 identifies "in emails saga on eve of #USElections" as A2. Similar type of ambiguities is faced by the annotators while tagging other arguments like A1 and A3.
Proposed Approach
Our task is to recognize each semantic role represents by the constituents of a sentence in tweets. We followed word-by-word semantic parsing approach as proposed in [15] . In the following subsections, we described the proposed SRL system in details.
Feature Selection
We draw feature set for our SRL task from the work proposed in [5, 15, 24] . In this subsection, we elaborate features selection procedure.
-Current word: The current content word of the sentence in focus.
-
Part of Speech (POS) of the current word:
The POS category of the current word.
-Lemma of the current word: Root form of the current word.
-Predicate: The main verb in focus for which the argument role to be assigned.
-Lemma of predicate: Root word of the main verb.
-Phrase type: The syntactic category (NP, VB, etc.) of the constituent to be classified. The linear position of the current word with respect to the predicate (as "before" or "after").
-Path: The path feature value for a word is uni-directional (from the word in focus to the predicate) and measured based on the flat tree concept explained in the work [24, 15] . The path is a chain of phrase chunk labels terminated with the POS tags of the word in focus and predicate. Consecutive chunks with identical labels are collapsed into one. We extract the path feature of each word using chunking parser for tweets [17, 18] instead of a full syntactic parser. For example, figure  1 shows the calculation of the path from the word "F.B.I." to the predicate "gets". The result path feature value is: Features like predicate, part of speech of the current word, phrase type and phrase position extracted using Ritter's twitter nlp tool 3 proposed in the work [17, 18] . The feature like current word 3 https://github.com/aritter/twitter nlp and word's linear position extracted directly from the sentence. Lemmatization of current word and predicate is done using Stanford Lemmatizer [12] .
Classifier Selection
Prior SRL techniques for traditional text are mostly based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) [15] and Maximum Entropy classifier [23, 24] . However, Conditional Random Field (CRF) classifier [10, 11] and SVM classifier [14] are mostly used in SRL task for tweets. In our research work, we exploited three classifiers like BayesNet, Logistic regression and Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) classifier.
Experiment and Result Analysis
Our proposed approach is evaluated in two fold experiments.
In one fold, we evaluated our approach on English tweets after transforming into sentences. We experimented with BayesNet, Logistic regression and SMO classifier in WEKA 3.8 machine learning tool 4 . A detail result of ten-fold cross-validation for each experiment is shown in table 2. Result shows that SMO classifier performs better for all the semantic roles and shows the best average F-measure of 59.76. The result also reports that identification of semantic role for argument A2 and argument A3 is more challenging than identifying argument A0 and A1. In another fold, we evaluated our system performance on same English tweets without Detail analysis of experiment results reveals that, F1 score of Argument role A2 and A3 recognition are lower than the other semantic roles. Proposed approach recognizes A2 and A3 semantic roles with F1 score of 44.34 and 54.20 respectively. This performance justified that the identification of these roles for English tweets are more challenging than other semantic roles. The performance of AM-MOD and AM-NEG role recognition for English tweets are also challenging. The reason may be due to the fact that writing negation combined with modal verb or pronoun is a common practice in social media. This writing style creates ambiguities to identify the specific role of AM-MOD and AM-NEG. For example, 
Error Analysis
In-depth analysis of the system performance reveals that, most of the errors made by our system are due to the sparse nature of tweet text. Some of the errors are due the fact that, 1. Presence of conjunction in sentence increases the existence of multiple predicates and multiple predicate-argument pair. For example,
Tweet:
The #FBI clears #Hillary a day before the #USElections and suddenly #Trump's allegations of a rigged system don't sound so moronic any more.
2. The use of modal verbs with negation or pronoun is very ambiguous in tweets. The writing style makes difficult to identify the role of modal verb or negation. For example:
Tweet: I haven't forgiven #Bush voters yet . 
Conclusion
The task of SRL for English tweets is challenging, since tweets are often too short, informal and do not provide sufficient semantic information. In this research work, we proposed an automatic SRL system based on SMO classifier. We conducted experiments on a SRL annotated English tweet dataset and showed that the proposed system can achieve an absolute F1 score of 59.76% which is a comparable performance over earlier SRL research on tweets.
Twitter specific more features may be incorporated into the proposed SRL task for more stable and accurate system as future scope of the work. Another future scope of this work is to make the system applicable for code-mixed social media text.
